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Abstract 

 
This study was designed to determine whether there is any association between Iranian EFL learners' Cultural Intelligence 
(CQ) and their Home Culture Attachment (HCA). For this aim, 201 EFL learners containing 135 female and 66 male studying in 
different institutes of Borujerd took part in this study. Also, the effects of both age and gender on their Cultural Intelligence were 
examined. They were asked to complete the 5-point Likert scale of CQ and 4-point Likert scale of HCA. The results of 
correlational study indicated a significant relationship between CQ and some of sub-scales of HCAS. Then, it was estimated 
that there is a statistically significant difference between male and female subjects with regard to their CQ but there is no 
statistically significant difference among the age groups with regard to their CQ.  
 

Keywords: Cultural Intelligence (CQ), Factors of Cultural Intelligence, Home Culture Attachment.  
 

 
 Introduction 1.

 
The concept of cultural intelligence (CQ) is to reflect the ability to contact effectively with people from different cultural 
settings (Earley, 2002; Earley & Ang, 2003). This definition is in a line with the fundamental definition of CQ with Earley 
and Ang (2003), the capacity to interrelate efficiently with people who are culturally different. This can be seen as the 
ability to create suitable behavior in a new cultural background (Earley, 2002). On the other hand, CQ is adapting and 
adjusting to the cross-cultural communication background (Sternberg, 1997b). So, the ability to adapt the cross-cultural 
context is essential in cross-cultural interaction. After that, people can find an appropriate behavior in their contact with 
others from different cultures. 

Cultural intelligence can also be introduced as a quantitative scale of individual difference along which people 
behave with others in different cultural context (Earley, 2002; Earley and Ang, 2003; Thomas and Inkson, 2003). Triandis 
(2006) stated that CQ is the ability to delay judgment of a state and situation until different signs of that special state or 
situation can be assessed and also it is the capability to unify the information obtained from that situation. Early and Ang, 
(2003) demonstrated that individuals who have a high level of CQ will definitely have a strong mastery of emotional 
display and physical attendance. Hofstede (1981) introduced significant steps in developing CQ. The main stages that 
lead to an understanding of others are improvement of a person's range of awareness (Sternberg, 1997b). 

In our postmodern world today, according to (Shahsavandi, Ghonsooly,and Kamyabi ,2010) knowledge of the 
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world's languages and cultures is becoming more vital and fundamental. Accordingly, there are two aspects: one, home 
culture (the native culture of the learner) and the other, foreign culture (the culture of the foreign language). In learning a 
foreign language the concept of home culture attachment and its effects on learning that language becomes vital 
(Mansoor, 2002). According to Risager (2007), there are three important definitions to keep in mind: 1) Enculturation - 
which is the process of learning one's native culture. 2) Acculturation- which is the process of learning a second culture. 
3) Deculturation - which is alienation from home culture due to factors such as mimicry of foreign behavior or accent. 

Crucial objective of the present research is to determine whether there is any relationship between Iranian EFL 
learners' Cultural Intelligence (CQ) and their Home Culture Attachment (HCA). 
 

 Theoretical Framework 2.
 
2.1 Cultural intelligence (CQ) 
 
According to Earley (2002), Cultural intelligence (CQ) is the capability to interact effectively with people who are culturally 
different from us. In fact, Cultural intelligence (CQ) can be seen as a reliable predictor of performance and modification in 
multicultural backgrounds. Thomas and Inkson (2003) suggested that CQ is a multidimensional competence composing 
of knowledge of other cultures, mindfulness, and a set of behavioral skills. Thomas and Inkson (2003) believed that 
people are able to understand different cultural rules and customs and also they are able to function effectively and 
appropriately in cross-cultural settings by CQ. According to Earley (2002), CQ is a culture-independent construct that is 
appropriate to particular cultural backgrounds. In this regard, CQ helps people adjust themselves to various cultural 
settings. In fact, CQ refers to the capacity to connect in a set of behaviors using skills that are language or interpersonal 
skills as well as qualities such as tolerance for ambiguity or flexibility that are tuned properly to the culture-based values 
and manners of the people with whom one interacts (Thomas and Inkson, 2003).  

There are two meanings for cultural intelligence based on Brislin (1981). One meaning for cultural intelligence is a 
set of behaviors that are perceived as intelligent in a particular culture and the other meaning is the ability to adapt 
oneself to other cultural settings and/or rules. Then, they have suggested that these two interpretations of CQ are 
associated because intelligence, in its general sense, can help people adapt their behaviors in their experience with 
people from different cultures. 

Cultural intelligence or CQ like individual's intelligence quotient can be assessed on a scale (Thomas & Inkson, 
2003). People who have higher CQ, they are definitely more successful in adapting with any environment and using more 
efficient business practices, in comparison with people who have lower CQ (Earley, 2002). Accordingly, CQ is consistent 
forecaster or interpreter of performance in multicultural contexts. According to Thomas & Inkson (2004), three important 
objectives should be obtained that the concept of CQ will be constructive and helpful. An important aim is establishing the 
theoretical context that links measurements of CQ to psychological and behavioral processes. Then, the definition of CQ 
should be definite, clear and unambiguous. Consequently, CQ should be tested in order to compare and contrast this 
new construct with other facets of intelligence and related constructs (Earley & Ang, 2003).  

It is supposed that CQ is related to personality such as emotional intelligence (Law, Wong, & Song, 2004). 
Additionally, there are some different aspects of CQ that may be situation specific (Ruzgis & Grigorernko, 1994). 
However, empirical exploration of this possibility is required. At last, it is possible that someone with high CQ perform 
sensitive behavior just as a person with a high IQ that sometimes appears stupid (Hyman, 2002). The circumstance in 
which this might occur requires more examination. Besides, individual differences in motivations and purposes may 
determine how it is used while CQ is regarded as a positive capability, just as in other types of intelligence (Hyman, 
2002).  

There have been identified a number of measurement tools that might relate to one or more of the components 
(Ang, Van Dyne, Koh, & Ng, 2004), any kind of evaluation of CQ rests on an assumption of the domain of the construct. 
The definition of CQ as a system of interacting capabilities proposes active and dynamic forms of tests (Sternberg, 
1997b). A kind of psychometric context is necessary in order to define the operationalization and measurement of CQ. 
The most crucial point is that the measurement construct should be defined in such a way that, construct bias is not 
introduced (Ang, Van Dyne, Koh, & Ng, 2004). On the other hand, if CQ suffers from cultural bias, its value and utility 
declines because CQ is inherently multicultural construct (Boyacigiller & Adler, 1991). Of course, there are individual 
differences in this regard, for example, individuals may have the same proficiency but rate themselves in a different way 
since their expectations and self-awareness differ. In fact, building CQ is a never-ending process for continual 
improvement regardless of how people assess themselves on the indicators of CQ (Boyacigiller & Adler, 1991).  

Cultural Intelligence Scale was constructed on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 
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(strongly agree) (See Appendix I). It consists of 20 items which is consisted of both positive and reverse coded items. 
According to Triandis (2006) there are four important elements that affect on CQ: CQ-Strategy, CQ-Knowledge, 

CQ-Motivation, and CQ-Behavior. 
 
2.2 Home Culture Attachment 
 
Attachment theory as formulated by Bowlby (1969, 1973, and 1980) signifies a body of work that efforts to clarify the 
pervasiveness of human social attachments and reactions to their disruptions. Early attachment research focused on the 
connection between children and their caregivers and documented qualitative differences in attachment patterns; three 
patterns were also distinguished: secure, avoidant, and ambivalent. Following Bowlby’s (1973) formulation that 
attachment relationships are central throughout the life span, researchers soon turned their attention to adult attachment. 
Adult analogues of children’s attachment styles have since been identified (Bowlby, 1980). 

According to Keller (2012), the formulation of attachment theory was a significant milestone in the scientific history 
of the study of human development. The publication of John Bowlby’s trilogy of “Attachment and Loss,” with the first 
volume “Attachment” being published in 1969, begins to develop a scientific theory that influenced not only basic 
research but also various fields of application substantially. On the other hand, Attachment theory is a cooperative effort 
of John Bowlby and Mary Ainsworth. Ainsworth & Bowlby (1991) perceived different concepts from ethnology, 
cybernetics, information processing, developmental psychology, and psychoanalysis. In fact, there is a long history 
behind the development of attachment theory. Keller (2012) states that students of attachment theory claim a “cultural 
origin” for attachment theory based on Mary Ainsworth’s (1967) Uganda study, which represented her recognition of 
cultural influences.  

English language learning has created a new learning environment for learners to improve their own abilities 
(Pishghadam & Zabihi, 2012). In this field, there is a scale which has been designed by Pishghadam and Kamyabi (2009) 
to measure an individual’s attachment to their home culture. This scale shows uni-dimensionality of CQ and determines 
its fundamental factors that reveal the dominant aspects and factors in home culture attachment.  

Home Culture Attachment scale was constructed on a 4-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 4 
(strongly agree). It consists of 36 items. The scale is consisted of both positive and reverse coded items concerning 
different factors. 

 This study was set out to answer the following questions: 
 
Q1) Are there significant relationships between students' cultural intelligence and their Home Culture Attachment (HCA) 
regarding all its subscales?  
Q2) Are there significant relationships between students' cultural intelligence and their age and gender? 
 

The primary objective of this study is to aim at finding out the relationships between Iranian EFL learners' cultural 
intelligence and their cultural attachment with all its subscales. In today’s increasingly global and diverse work settings, 
the capacity to function effectively in multi-cultural situations is important for employees, managers, and organizations. 
Knowledge of one's Cultural Intelligence affords insights about your capabilities to cope with multi-cultural situations, 
engage in cross-cultural interactions appropriately, and perform effectively in culturally diverse work groups. Knowledge 
of the Cultural Intelligence of others provides insights about how best to interrelate with others in multi-cultural situations, 
engage in cross-cultural interactions appropriately, and perform effectively in culturally diverse work groups. 

Individuals from different cultures process information differently. Also, individuals from similar cultures have a 
collective mental programming that they share with other members of their nation, region or group. According to the 
results of this study by focusing on enhancing social perception and attributional complexity, marketing decision makers 
can receive more successful results in their own business. It also seems to have positive effect on international marketing 
decision makers to predict employees' behaviors to organize their plans. 
 

 Methodology 3.
 
3.1 Participants 
 
The total population participating in this study included 200 advanced English language learners overall, 115 of who were 
female and 85 male whose age varied from 26 to 38. All were Iranian EFL learners studying at different institutes in 
Borujerd. For this study, advanced students were chosen some of whom were teachers as well. So, they had quite 
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enough experience in language learning to be able to give their views. The present methodology was chosen because 
the advanced EFL learners in institutes have all passed placement tests and it can be regarded as a kind of certainty for 
being in the same level. Also, the following instruments named CQ questionnaire and HCAS questionnaire used to 
measure an individual's intelligence quotient and home cultural attachment.Also, validity and reliability of both 
questionnaires were measured by previous authors and researchers in their articles as well. 
 
3.2 Instruments 
 
In order to collect the data in this study, the participants were asked to fill out two questionnaires: CQ questionnaire and 
HCAS questionnaire. Cultural intelligence or CQ is measured on a scale, similar to that used to measure an individual's 
intelligence quotient. People with higher CQ's are regarded as better able to successfully unify into any situation. CQ is 
assessed using the academically validated assessment created by Linn Van Dyne and Soon Ang. Research 
demonstrates that CQ is consistent predictor of performance in multicultural settings. For the concept of CQ to be useful, 
the theoretical context that links measurements of CQ to psychological and behavioral processes must be established. 
Although a conceptual definition is beginning to take shape (e.g., Earley, 2002; Earley & Ang, 2003; Thomas & Inkson, 
2004), it is important that the definition of CQ be clear and unambiguous. Therefore, it is important that CQ be tested in 
the existing literature to compare and contrast this new construct with other facets of intelligence and related constructs.  

However, it is suspected that CQ is related to personality. The context in which this might occur needs further 
exploration. In addition, while CQ is presented here as a positive capability, just as in other types of intelligence, 
individual differences in motives and goals may determine how it is used. While a number of assessment instruments that 
might relate to one or more of the components have been identified (Ang, Van Dyne, Koh, & Ng, 2004), any assessment 
of CQ rests on an assumption of the domain of the construct. The definition of CQ as a system of interacting abilities 
suggests dynamic types of tests (Sternberg, 1997b).  

Cultural Intelligence Scale that distributed among participants was constructed on a 5-point Likert scale ranging 
from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree) (See Appendix I). The required time for the scale completion was about 
15 minutes. The scale consisted of both positive and reverse coded items to ensure that the participants were not 
completing it randomly. 

According to Pishghadam, Hashemi, and Bazri (2012), HCAS was validated by using Rasch measurement, and 
the general analysis showed that 6 items have infit and outfit indices outside the acceptable range suggested by 
McNamara (1996, cited in Pishghadam & Kamyabi, 2009); consequently they were removed from the questionnaire. This 
questionnaire comprises 36 items with the reliability of 0.85. About 15 minutes is enough to answer this questionnaire. 
This scale is a four-point Likert scale, ranging from (1) “strongly disagree” to (4) “strongly agree”. The scoring of some of 
the items should be reversed because of having both positive and negative statements. 

In a research by Pishghadam, et al. (2013), EFA was used to prove the validity of HCAS. At first, the internal 
consistency of the whole scale was evaluated with the Cronbach Alpha reliability estimate. Moreover, using the Cronbach 
Alpha, the reliability of each factor constructing the validated questionnaire was also inspected. Then, Principal 
Component Analysis (PCA) extracted the underlying factors by calculating the eigenvalues of the matrix greater than 1.0. 
To decide about the number of factors to keep for rotation the Scree test was used. To conduct factor rotation, Varimax 
(orthogonal rotation) with Kaiser Criterion was used. Also, SEM was used to predict the casual relationship between 
diverse factors of this questionnaire. Then, a theoretical model was identified, consisting of two sets of variables: 
observed variables characterizing the collected data, and latent variables characterizing the hypothetical constructs 
assumed to be related to other factors (Pishghadam, et al. 2013). The underlying factors of Home Culture Attachment 
Scale (HCAS) assessed religious attachment, western attachment, Iranian attachment, cultural attachment, and artistic 
attachment.  
  
3.3 Procedure 
 
Participants of the present study were chosen from those language learners of different institutes in Borujerd who have 
passed placement test. These participants were in advance level of each institute. So there is a kind of homogeneity 
among all participants because all of them have passed the same placement test. They took part in the present study 
after their class hours or in the break time between classes. Collection of the data happened from April to June of 2014. 
Indeed, the respondents had to indicate their extent of agreement on the 5-Likert Scale of cultural intelligence scale. To 
find the relationship between Iranian EFL learners' cultural intelligence and their cultural attachment another 
questionnaire called Home Cultural Attachment Scale (HCAS) was distributed among certain participants in the second 
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phase as well. After collecting the data, it was entered and processed with SPSS 16 program. In order to answer the 
research questions, Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Formula was used.  

 
 Results 4.

 
The first research question of this study to be dealt with was whether there is a significant relationship between students' 
cultural intelligence and their Home Culture Attachment (HCA). Therefore, this relationship was put to test by means of 
Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Formula.  

First, the relationship between cultural intelligence and total cultural attachment was assessed. Results can be 
seen in Table 1 as this Table shows, there is no significant relationship between CQ and cultural attachment (r= -.03, 
p>.05).  
 
Table 1. Correlations between CQ and Home Culture Attachment subscales.  
 

Artistic A Cultural A Iranian A Western A Religious AHCA  
.056 .188*-.101-.034-.102-.030Pearson Correlation

CQ .549 .044.275.715.271.750Sig.(2-tailed)
201N

  
Then, the relation between CQ and each of the subscales of cultural attachment was examined. According to table there 
is no significant relationship between CQ and religious attachment (r= -.10, p>.05). Correlation between CQ and Western 
Attachment shows that there is there is no significant relationship between CQ and western attachment (r= -.03, p>.05). 
Then, the relation between CQ and Iranian attachment was studied. As Table 1 shows, there is no significant relationship 
between CQ and Iranian attachment (r= -.10, p>.05). Continuously, the relation between CQ and cultural shows that there 
is a positive significant relationship between CQ and cultural attachment (r= .18, p<.05). To see whether there is a 
significant relationship between students' cultural intelligence and their artistic attachment, Correlations between CQ and 
Artistic Attachment was examined. As Table 1 demonstrates, there is no significant relationship between CQ and artistic 
attachment (r= .056, p>.05).  

It can be concluded that among the different subscales of home cultural attachment, it was only cultural attachment 
that was significantly and positively related to CQ. Then, to see whether there is a significant difference between male 
and female subjects, cultural intelligence, independent-samples t-test was run. Descriptive statistics for both males and 
females can be seen in Table 2.  
 
Table 2. Descriptive statistics for males' and females' CQ 
 

Gender N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean 
CQ Female

Male 
135
66 

66.43
71.29 

10.140
11.040 

.872
1.359 

 
As Table 2 indicates, mean of the females' CQ is 66.43 (SD= 10.14) and that of the males is 71.29 (SD= 11.04). To see 
whether this difference is statistically significant, t-test was run. As the mean of the males (71.29) is higher than that of 
the females (66.43), it can be said that males have a higher CQ than females.  
 
Table 3. Independent Samples T-Test: Gender with CQ 
  

CQ Levene's Test for Equality of Variances t-test for Equality of Means 
F Sig. t df Sig. (2-tailed) Mean Difference 

Equal variances assumed 2.105 .148 -2.189 199 .046 -4.853 
Equal variances not assumed -2.147 119.784 .048 -4.853 

 
As Table 3 indicates, there is a statistically significant difference between males and females with regard to their CQ 
t(199)= 2.18, p<.05. As the mean of the males is higher than that of the females, it can be implied that males have a 
higher CQ than females.  
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Table 4. Descriptive statistics for three age groups regarding their CQ.  
 

 N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error 95% Confidence Interval for Mean Min. Max. Lower Bound Upper Bound
16-23 
24-31 
32< 
Total 

63 
78 
60 
201 

69.54
67.37
68.44
68.37

10.616
10.314 
10.670 
10.503 

1.337
1.167 
1.377 
.740 

66.87 
65.04 

65.69.6691 

72.22
69.69 
71.20 
69.83 

45.00 
31.88 
45.00 
31.88 

98.00 
91.00 
90.00 
98.00 

 
Students were divided into three age groups, and then their CQ was assessed. These were those whose age ranged 
between 16 and 23 years old, 24 and 31 years old, and those who were above 32. Descriptive statistics including mean 
and standard deviation for these three age groups are given in Table 4. As Table 4 indicates, mean of the CQ of those 
whose age ranged between 16-23 was 69.54, that of those whose age ranged between 24-31 was 67.37, and , that of 
those whose age was above 32 was 68.44. 
 
Table 5. One-way ANOVA: Age with regard to CQ 
 

 Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups 165.189 2 82.59 .747 .475 
Within Groups 21898.26 198 110.59  

total 22063.45 200  
 
To see whether these differences are statistically significant, one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed. 
Results can be seen in Table 5. As Table 5 indicates, there is no statistically significant difference among the three 
groups with regard to their CQ [F (198, 2)= .74, p>.05]. 
  

 Discussion 5.
 
The outcome of this investigation to discover the relationship between cultural intelligence and total cultural attachment 
confirmed that there is no significant relationship between CQ and total cultural attachment (r= -.03, p>.05). But, the 
relation between CQ and each of the subscales of cultural attachment was also examined. Among the different subscales 
of home cultural attachment, it was only cultural attachment that was significantly and positively related to CQ. This 
conclusion is in the same line with the study by Mahembe, et.,al (2013). The evidence provided in this study shows that 
the CQS may be an effective cultural intelligence measure that can facilitate empirical cultural intelligence research and 
practice. The CQS can be used to promote cultural intelligence as a means to enhance both cultural attachment and 
academic performance through enhanced interaction and communication amongst individuals with different demographic 
backgrounds. 

Then, another conclusion of the present study is finding out the effect of gender on CQ. As the mean of the males 
(71.29) is higher than that of the females (66.43), it can be concluded that males have a higher CQ than females. This 
conclusion is in line with the study by Sternberg,et al., (2000). They reevaluated the possible effect of gender on 
measures of contact quotient (CQ). Finally, they emphasized the influence of gender on one's CQ.  

In the next findings of this study that participants' age was divided into three groups of 16-23, 24- 31, and 32 and 
higher. One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) indicated that there is no statistically significant difference among the 
three groups that ranged between 16-23, 24-31 and above 32 with regard to their CQ [F (198, 2)= .74, p>.05]. This result 
is in the same line with a study by Thomas and Inkson (2003) who introduced age and gender as control variables related 
to cultural intelligence. This study doesn’t suggest a statistically significant relationship between age and CQ.  
 
5.1 Implications 
 
This research project studied to discover the relationship between EFL learners' CQ and their home culture attachment. 
Also, the significant correlation between participants' age and gender with their CQ were explored. Statistics of the 
present study indicated that males have a higher CQ than females. But, age of the participants didn’t have a significant 
influence on their CQ. Moreover, among the subscales of home cultural attachment, only cultural attachment had 
significantly and positively association with CQ.  
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Overall, this study aims to advance CQ research and offer practical implications for effectiveness in culturally 
diverse situations. So, the related scales can also be used in different cultural situations or even multi-cultural states in 
order to create a certain uniform and consistent condition for both teaching and learning. Following Shaffer et al. (2006), 
this study considers cultural adaptation an affective outcome because it represents subjective assessments with affective 
implications. Since intercultural interactions can be stressful, motivational CQ and behavioral CQ have special relevance 
to cultural adaptation. According to the outcome of this research regarding the relationship between peoples CQ and their 
gender, it can improve predictions of effectiveness in cross-cultural negotiation and decision making. CQ can also be 
regarded in the realm of globalization that increasing cultural diversity creates challenges for individuals and 
organizations. Globalization encourages mobility of labor across national and cultural boundaries. This increases the 
need to understand cross-cultural multiplicity. By its special scale, the researchers, investigators, traders and economical 
agents can select the best and more effective one to be succeeded in important international works and responsibilities.  

Likewise, it is obvious that ELT has now lots of things to share with other disciplines. It can come to the aid of other 
disciplines to resolve their problems, and get them to be more expanded. So, the results of this investigation in applied 
ELT opens new horizons for examiners in different fields of study, showing a novel way of dealing with ELT issues. In 
addition, the unique setting of English language learning can provide the researchers with more promising areas of 
research.  

 
5.2 Limitations of the Study 
 
The present study is, nevertheless, limited in a number of ways. First, due to feasibility considerations, the participants 
are to be chosen according to convenience sampling. Second, the participants of the present study comprise EFL 
students in institutes of Borujerd. So this study should be replicated with samples from other universities or institutes and 
centers and institutes in different parts of the country and use procedures that ensure a higher degree of randomization 
and ultimately more generalizability. This can also set the ground for cross comparison of the findings. Third, in this 
research, the variables in question will be accessed via questionnaires. Using qualitative approaches such interviews, 
case studies, and observations to investigate these constructs would allow prospect researchers to understand not only if 
potential interrelationships exist among the constructs, but also the processes by which these constructs develop in the 
classroom context. Fourth, in the present study only a number of variables such as learners' age and gender will be 
considered. Other equally important variables such as learners' cultural and socioeconomic background, majors and even 
economic status are not explored in the present study.  

However, the process of gathering data from institutes needs permits from professor of the related classes, so it is 
a very demanding work. Since the population under study comprises both female and male students, the researcher 
needs to ask a colleague (a male person) who can help her to gather the data from boys' classes. While filling out the 
questionnaires by students takes time there may be lack of cooperation on the part of the professors and also 
unwillingness of students to fill out the forms.  
  
5.3 Suggestions for Further Research 
 
Every scientific enquiry opens new directions for further research. Some of the parameters by which research in this 
domain may be continued are as follows: First other researchers interested in CQ can carry out more investigations on 
the association between CQ and one's job, habitant, level of education and so on. Second, the relationship between 
teachers' and professors' CQ of different majors can be compared with each other regarding their specialties. Even the 
association between their CQ and their pedagogical success can also be a subject for future studies.  

In the other realm of this study, home culture attachment of different social classes can be contrasted concerning 
their habitant, family unit, economical situation and so forth. Also it would be of interest to find out whether home culture 
attachment as well as CQ affect some traits like anxiety or self confidence. Afterward, the relationship between home 
culture attachment and social perception or social cognition in other fields can be studied.  

Subsequently, what we are as a personality, our motives, objectives, temperaments, and so on, influence what we 
perceive as a situation. Perception itself will influence our personality. Another study can be conducted to find out how the 
direction of our behavior depends on the relationship between peoples' social perception and their behaviors. In addition, 
the effect of social perception on speech and verbal mimicry, facial expression and behavioral matching can be 
trustworthy for further research.  
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Appendices 
 
Appendix I 
 
Cultural Intelligence Scale (CQ) 
 
Name (or Student’s Number): Age: 
 
Gender: Major: 
 
Directions: This section contains items. Please read each item and indicate whether you (1) strongly disagree,(2) disagree, (3) neutral, 
(4)agree, (5) strongly agree. 
 

  1 2 3 4 5 
1 I am conscious of the cultural knowledge I use when interacting with people with different cultural backgrounds.      
2 I adjust my cultural knowledge as I interact with people from a culture that is unfamiliar to me.      
3 I check the accuracy of my cultural knowledge as I interact with people different cultures.      
4 I know the legal and economic systems of other cultures.      
5 I know the rules (e.g., vocabulary, grammar) of other languages.      
6 I know the cultural values and religious beliefs of other cultures.      
7 I know the marriage systems of other cultures.      
8 I know the arts and crafts of other cultures.      
9 I know the rules for expressing non-verbal behaviors in other cultures.      

10 I enjoy interacting with people from different cultures.      
11 I am confident that I can socialize with locals in a culture that is unfamiliar to me.      
12 I am sure I can deal with the stresses of adjusting to a culture that is new to me.      
13 I enjoy living in cultures that are unfamiliar to me.      
14 I am confident that I can get accustomed to the shopping conditions in a different culture.      
15 I change my verbal behavior (e.g., accent, tone) when a cross-cultural interaction requires it.      
16 I use pause and silence differently to suit different cross-cultural situation.      
17 I vary the rate of my speaking when a cross-cultural situation requires it.      
18 I change my non-verbal behavior when a cross-cultural situation requires it.      
19 I alter my facial expressions when a cross-cultural interaction requires it.      
20 I know the political system of other culture.      
21 I am interested to get information about leaders and government of other culture.      
22 I am stressful when I speak with people from another culture.      
23 I enjoy finding differences between my culture and another one.      
24 I enjoy gathering data about an unfamiliar culture.      
25 I never change my clothing when I interact with other people from other culture.      
26 I cannot forget my cultural conventions and customs when I am interacting with people from different cultures.      
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Appendix II 
 
Home Culture Attachment Scale 
 

........................:   :     :
....................................:   .................................:    

...............................:        
....................:      .......................  

        :    
 

         
  

 
      

  1.        ( / )  .
  2.            .
  3.             .
  4.             .
  5     ..         
    6.          .
    7.          .
    8       . - .     
    9.         .
  10.            .
  11.          .
  12.    /  .
  13      . .     
  14.           .
  15.          .
    16.         .
    17.       .
    18  ..   
  19.         .
  20.          .
  21.      .
  22.            .
  23   ..        
  24.          .
    25.           .
    26.      /    . 
    27     ..
  28.       .
  29.    .....     .
  30.       .
  31.        .
  32.        .
  33.        .
    34.         .
    35.         .
    36.       .

 
The Underlying Factors of HCAS. 
 
Factor 1. Religious attachment 
 

.         
.           
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.      
.            

.            
.         

.        
 
Factor 2. Western attachment 

 
.         

.        ( / )   
.        

.             
.    /    

.              
.         

.            
.             

/    .        
.               

 
Factor 3. Iranian attachment 

 
.    .....       
.           

       .         
.          

       - .       
.             

  
Factor 4. Cultural attachment 

 
   .     

.           
.           

.          
.           

       .       
.          

 
Factor 5. Artistic attachment 

 
.             

.         
       .      

.           
.            


